Being an Activist
Raise your hand if you want to be known as a racist, sexist, bigoted, Islamophobic,
homophobic, transphobic scum. Although none of those descriptions may apply to you, you are
one unless you are an activist for everyone. Afterall, George Orwell’s government official did
say, “It is not enough to be not racist; you must learn to be anti-racist” in his latest novel, 2020.
Not to worry, government-approved protests will cure everyone of their failures. You will be
saved!
In the 1940’s, you were either a ‘sane’ American capitalist or the next Joseph Stalin.
Under McCarthyism, your brother’s wife’s eighth-best friend’s uncle’s son’s teacher’s plumber’s
barber’s barista’s grandpa could be a communist and it is your job to persecute them. In 2020,
you are either a ‘sane’ American activist or the next Adolf Hitler. Under political correctness,
your friend’s favorite Facebook celebrity’s Instagram account reveals that on Twitter they
obsessed with a Pizza company that replied to the current National Press Security for
President’s Trump’s campaign eight years ago—and now, this might be evidence of support for
the Republican party, so it is your job to boycott Domino’s Pizza. From such trivial concerns, we
will learn from past mistakes. This is how we will create change. This is activism!
Black Lives Matter, Stand With Hong Kong, Free Palestine, Defund the Police, Save
China’s Muslims, and Save Yemen are just a few trendy topics you can cherry pick to talk about
for a week then never speak of again. Nevertheless, people will not harass you for being silent
on your chosen issue. Afterall, silence is compliance, especially for White people. Anyways,
there is nothing to worry about until another issue arises, in which case you repeat talking for
seven days again. Best of all, you can dismiss some issues because you are focused on one
issue at a time--and never draw connections between them. We support these victims!

One benefit of these trendy social issues is the popularity boost. People struggle with
gaining followers or internet points, which is why account boosting scams exist. Now instead of
paying for those scams, these situations are perfect for farming internet points. Simply manifest
something ‘thought-provoking’ and modify it to fit the current narrative. If that is not provoking
enough, just capitalize the whole tweet for more exposure. If originality is too difficult, just steal
someone else’s tweet. Chances are, no one will care since it is for social justice. Lastly, if
stealing ideas is too ‘immoral’, bashing Republicans seems to work as well. Do not forget to
include the corresponding hashtag. Thus, we will drive out hate!
Sometimes, tweeting ‘powerful’ messages that condemn some issue is insufficient. Not
to worry, you can always sign a petition or post a black square on social media. Just as voting
solves our problems and signing a petition can force Xi Jing Ping to end the Muslim holocaust,
so posting a black square will end racism. Finally, to ‘validate’ yourself as an activist, remember
to tweet about these deeds online. Tweeting is believing!
After informing hundreds or even thousands of people, it is time for change. The next
step is to condemn or boycott companies that oppose your opinion. No, they do not need to
actually be the opposition, only slight disagreement will do. Take on the role of a parent and
punish your enemies as if they were your children. Loot and burn businesses that do not
support abolishing police but leave alone the ones that use child and slave labor. This is social
justice!
If threats work on businesses, it must work on people as well. To promote positivity and
inclusion, coercive tactics must be used, otherwise progress is impossible. Some buzzwords
such as “systemic racism” and “white privilege” make the speaker more credible and powerful.
Tell that to the White man who grew up in poverty that he had it better than Black men since he
is White. The rich Black man must have it harder since another White man was racist to him.

Now, everyone is either an activist, or the next Hitler. Fabricating false victimization stories has
never been easier. No one will doubt the poor innocent victim of racism. “Believe the victim!” the
mob chants.
Wow, it seems as if the world has become a worse place. Cities are on fire and chaos
arises every hour. Hong Kong citizens are subject to CCP’s new regulations and will be
murdered. Police are killing more Black citizens around the world. American and Israeli troops
march over the corpses of Palestinian children. Who would have expected that signing a petition
to end injustices was futile? If politicians cannot even end race wars, what made us believe that
we could? Maybe we should continue to destroy more buildings in honor of the deceased?
Regardless of our failures as activists, at least we know we should vote Democrat to solve all
our issues. After all, Obama furthered society during his stay in the White House that we know
the Democrats will never fail us, unlike Trump. “Change we can [blindly] believe in!”

